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“Einstein once said the stupidity of people is infinite like the
universe. But what is more infinite, more insatiable, more
unpredictable than their stupidity, is their greed. On and on.
Moreandmore.Higherandhigher.Welived like this fora long
time,andthewealththatsurroundeduswastakenforgranted
with a sense that we no longer saw the wonder of the little
things. It seems to be in our nature. It is in nature and
evolution itself to strive for expansion. Unstoppable. 7 years
have passed since the great war was over. The memories
about it are already fading as well as the memories of my
childhood, when I was filled with a certain carelessness that
cannot be afforded today. OMNITECH, with its aspirations to
become the leading global corporation, created an artificial
intelligence that was increasingly beyond its control. The
„DATAMASTER“ was probably fundamentally responsible for
the causes of the outbreak of the war.The truth, however, lies
in the shadows.The price we had to pay, on the other hand, on
a global scale, became our bitter reality. It is all that matters.
Survival is all that matters. GREYSTONE CITY... once a city of
millions, itnowlies inruinsbeforeus;housingasmallnumber
of survivors fighting for supremacy in various groups. With
modest resources,webuildournewworld....aworld inwhich
humanity still has its firm place, but an eye is always alert,
becauseweknowabout theanimal inus.





















































DEKADENTE

„It all started because I was impressed by the whole
concept behind CryptoPunks and NFTs, I was
fascinated by how the community began to pay tribute
to them, so I decided to do the best possible tribute to
CryptoPunks, endowing them with dystopian and
futuristic elements, that's how DystoPunks are born. All
my passions came together here, I am a visual artist, I
love pixel art and blockchain, I also really like the
literary / artistic concept of Cyberpunk, so I just started
working on what I like the most. Experimenting with the
generation of images was an incredible process, where
the combinations you generate at the end have a life of
their own, since combinations arose that I did not
imagine, being the artist and creator. Creating the
smart contract in Solidity was quite a challenge and I
continue to learn a lot from all this day by day. Finally
the history and lore of the DystoPunks will be revealed

in the Comics made by ENCODE Graphics“

Welcome to a tech-filled dystopian future where only 2077 Punks
survived. DYSTOPUNKS is a utility-focused Cyberpunk-themed
NFT project that allows holders to generate a utility token called

$CREDS, mint Dystolab Crates and use it in the Dystoverse.
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